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ASSET: A Toolkit for your Child Learning with Understanding

ASSET

Diagnostic

Skill-based

Benchmarked



What does ASSET do?

Benchmarking

• How do you compare to others?

Misconception

• What are the critical learning gaps?

Teacher effectiveness for improvement

• What are the critical learning gaps?



BENCHMARKING
NATIONAL

Benchmarked with all schools that have participated in 
ASSET.

REGIONAL

Benchmarked with all schools in the same region

CLASS-SECTION PERFORMANCE 

Sections with noteworthy performance compared with 
their counterparts, and sections with relatively weaker 
performance compared to their counterparts.



BENCHMARKING
BATCH PERFORMANCE - YEAR-ON-YEAR

Comparing the performance of the same batch 
of students across two consecutive years

CLASS PERFORMANCE - CURRENT VS. PREVIOUS

Comparing the performance of the same class 
of students across two consecutive years

Summary of your school performance over the 
last 3 consecutive years

CONSECUTIVE PERFORMANCE SUMMARY



Insights into the ASSET report

STUDENT MYBOOK 











*Your Score: The raw score and is equal to the number of questions you answered correctly

**Your Scaled Score: Your score is converted to a scaled score through a process known as equating. 

This process accounts for minor variation in difficulty among different tests given to students.

The minimum a student can get is 200 and the maximum is 800.

Percentile: This is the percentage of students that scored lower than you in the test.

E.g. If your percentile score is 72, this means that 72% of all other participating students have scored 

less than you have. Alternately, this means that you are in the top 28% of all participating students for 

this subject.



The graphs represent the percentage of questions answered correctly. Skills where the performance is 

<25% are marked as W and >75% are marked as S.  Only skills having at least 5 questions are 

considered.
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How can to improve on the low 

performed skills?

• For every subject, the ASSET team has picked your low-

performing skills and provided practice questions with

answers and explanations to help you do better next time.

• AQAD: ASSET Question A Day (uploaded on the school

website)



Thank you !


